T H E R A B B IT ’ S P R O L O G U E

I

f you were to ask Fitzgerald White the Third of the
Kingdom of Diamonds of the few things that he was
certain of, he would rst correct you and reassure you that
he was certain of many things. In fact, one could argue
that he was actually certain about far too many things and
that to insist otherwise would be rather stupid of you.
But there was one thing that eleven-year-old
Fitzgerald was certain of above all else… His younger
brother, Kaeden Hart, was a menace, and really should
have been dealt with.
“Let me go, Fitzgerald!” The ve-year-old boy howled
from the other side of the closet door, his face undoubtedly
streaked with tears and the few stale crackers Fitz had so
thoughtfully given him were likely laying discarded on the
oor at that moment. However Kaeden could justify such
a thing was beyond Fitz, especially when the older boy
was just seeing to it that Kaeden was properly punished.
No one else would do it.
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Because, you see, it really was a rather annoying thing
to go about touching other people’s things.
“I want to go home and see my mother,” Kaeden
screamed, and Fitz only rolled his eyes, nally deciding
then to open the door, if only to see the younger boy
sprawl across the oor in a mess of sticky, reddened skin.
Why he looked up at Fitz with such accusation in his eyes
was beyond Fitz, because Kaeden really was the one to
blame.
Kaeden was the one who had ruined Fitz’s book.
“Apologize,” Fitz demanded, placing his boot on the
younger boy’s back. Of course, the boy only blinked up at
him, manipulative as ever. “Apologize, or I will pick you
up and rub your face in the wall, whiner.”
“I don’t know what I’m apologizing for—” Kaeden
shrieked as his brother stomped down on his back, causing
the little boy’s limbs to ail. “Fitz, please!”
“You took the book that Mister Reginald gave me for
our library, and you put you and Claude’s names in it,”
Fitz hissed, rubbing his heel in the little boy’s back. “That
book was gifted to William and I, and signed with proper
penmanship until you defaced it with your chicken scrib‐
ble,” Fitz spat, digging his heel into the boy’s back, “you
and Claude cannot even read all that well yet! Apologize.”
“He gave it to father for the children’s library—”
Kaeden defended, and it was annoying, really, because
that was the sort of rationalization that Kaeden always
made for the awful things that he did. “Fitz, it hurts!”
Fitz had never hated anyone as much as he hated
Kaeden.
Before Kaeden was born, William used to love to dote
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on Fitzgerald, and Claude used to look up to the older boy
with sparkling eyes. But then that tiny little welp came
into being and mucked it all up, his mother not even
having the decency to marry father as planned and make
Cards into a single country.
William carried the welp on his shoulders, Claude
doted on him, and the boy occasionally had the nerve to
try to talk to Fitz as if he did not realize what he had done.
But the books were the nal straw, because not only
did Kaeden receive one of Alice, Reginald’s daughter’s old
books as a gift to encourage him to read, but he got one
with notes in it! With her little handwriting and her
annoying little comments that Fitz thought ever so enter‐
taining, given to Kaeden with a smile from Fitz’s favorite
person in the world, Reginald.
Never mind the fact that sometimes Alice crossed out
the text and drew herself into the illustrations; it was a gift
from Reginald, and the man had called it dear to him—so
why did it have to go to Kaeden, of all people?
Kaeden got that book and then he went and defaced
William and Fitz’s book as well, a book on clockwork and
puzzlements, one that was not marred by little kid hands.
Keyword, was. Fitz had most desperately wished to
read that book, but after Kaeden defaced it, all the older
boy could do was ip to the title page and groan. The
clockwork manual looked childish, then.
So, Kaeden had to pay; and pay he would. The help
seldom ever stopped Fitzgerald anyway, and he had
beaten the boy badly before. There was little reason to
believe that anyone would protest his actions, save for the
presence of… girls.
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God, were they annoying. Always digging their noses
into everything.
“Leave him alone,” came a voice with a shove,
knocking Fitz down to the ground and helping the
younger boy up with a judging scowl on her face. Of
course it was Manon, and of course she looked at
Fitzgerald like he was the worst boy alive. The White and
Red Princesses were visiting that month, and they never
really were all that fond of Fitz, but they adored Kaeden—
largely because the boy did not argue with anything that
said to him.
Fitz really could never win.
Or so he thought for just a moment, until his eyes
caught on something glimmering on the ground, a little
detail that Manon had missed when she rescued the
younger boy… Kaeden’s glasses. A gift to the youngest
brother from the King of Hearts, one that Fitz scarcely
thought he needed—if Kaeden could not see, then he
should simply have tried a bit harder.
Fitz’s eyes caught on those wide, oversized frames as
Manon opened her mouth to speak, asking Fitz how he
thought he’d get away with such a thing when she was
around…
It was almost worth getting socked in the jaw by
Manon to stomp on the damned things. Especially consid‐
ering the wail Kaeden rewarded him with.

T
F
sat on the Diamond Palace’s long kitchen counter, a hint
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of longing in his gaze as he occasionally dared to look
behind him, wishing that he could go out and play. Of
course, he knew that even if he wasn’t being stitched up at
the moment, the other children would scarcely want to
play with him, of all people. Other children scarcely, if
ever, liked Fitz, especially after Kaeden was born.
“They really should see about sending those girls o to
somewhere proper,” hmphed Fitz’s mother as she dabbed
iodine on the cut above his eye, the foul-smelling liquid
lling the air as his sizeable cut and black eye were treated,
his youngest brother thankfully having been shooed o .
“Everyone coddles that Hearts boy too much for him to be
a proper king,” she said bitterly, and Fitz whole heartedly
agreed with his mother.
Fitz always wholeheartedly agreed with his mother.
Especially when it came to the matter of the Hearts.
Fitz’s mother, Cotton, had very nearly gotten remar‐
ried to his father and likely would have had the seductive
Queen of Hearts not come into play. And then, to make
matters worse, she had to have that son of hers.
His father, the King of Cards, could have easily just
invaded Hearts and remarried Fitz’s mother, had that little
Kaeden not come into play. Every time Fitz thought of it,
he wanted to scream—as did his mother. Now his father
went from kingdom to kingdom half the time and
expected Fitz to share his home with that little brat every
now and again in interest of foreign relations—even
though the little prat seldom ever wanted to see dear Fitz.
Thankfully, Fitz’s mother always told him that kids like
Kaeden? Well, they would get nowhere in life. They
weren’t like Fitz.
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“Repeat after me,” Fitz’s mother demanded, holding
his pinkened cheek in her hands once his wound had been
closed and the iodine had dried. “I am the smartest, fastest,
handsomest, nicest, best smelling boy of the bunch— and I
will be King of Cards,” she stated, and her voice
demanded that he did not argue.
“I am the smartest, fastest, handsomest, nicest, best
smelling boy of the bunch— and I will be King of Cards,”
Fitz repeated diligently, and his mother, a rather plump
looking woman with a face far more closely resembling a
rabbit’s, kissed the tip of his nose.
“You will marry Reginald’s girl,” she said with a smile,
“and once you do, you will control the clock tower too and
be the most powerful man in Wonderland.” His mother
always made things sound like a promise when she spoke
to him, and Fitz liked that about her. It showed him that
she cared for him, and that she was capable of wanting
things for him—few people ever wanted anything for Fitz.
Except for him to be quiet.
His mother wanted to give him everything and, in
return, he wanted to give her everything as well. Before
Fitz was born, she had twelve children in her stomach, but
he was the only one who remained; and that was how she
knew Fitz was special. Far more special than his brothers.
“What do his glasses matter anyway,” she said, for she
too seldom pitied the other boy, “it is a merely a sign that
he is a defective, and that knobheaded King Ronald has
only exasperated things.” Fitz’s mother frowned, pressing
his cheeks upward with her palms as he thought. “Unlike
him, you can see, and have no otherwise damning defects,”
she said (for the Heart boy’s defects were many), and she
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looked proudly at Fitz’s deep brown eyes, knowing that he
would never need glasses.
Though, Fitz did often wonder why the world had
always seemed blurry.
No matter, Cotton picked up her son from the kitchen
counter and inspected him thoroughly, taking him in from
the pointed tips of his ears to his white cotton tail. “The
Hearts boy will pay for this,” she said, patting his head and
kissing his bruised eye.
And pay he would, because the Heart’s boy always got
everything, and when that wasn’t enough, he got a little
more. Cotton didn’t like how the King of Heart’s, Ron, sat
the bastard upon his shoulders, or called the boy his son—
so Fitz didn’t like it either. Kaeden should not have had so
much, not when everyone else had to share an absentminded, rather sel sh father.
Still, as Fitz looked out the window to see Kaeden and
Claude playing, the older brother helping the youngest
climb a tree, he could not help but feel a little sorry for his
anger, if only for the way that the boy smiled despite the
fact that his dirty little face was still stained with tears.
Perhaps Fitz had been in the wrong, perhaps whatever
punishment was coming was not to be deserved—though
Fitz never did nd out what his mother’s punishments
were.
And he never would.
Many years later, when that same boy, the youngest
brother, by the guillotine and looked straight at Fitz, his
eyes red again and his glasses slightly askew, Fitz would
look over to his mother and wonder… wonder if perhaps,
just maybe, she had been behind the King of Heart’s
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conviction, or the screams of the Queen of Hearts as she
clambered for her husband’s head, repeating Cotton’s
words over and over again, “o with his head!”
“Repeat after me,” said Cotton, her hand rmly
around the Rabbit’s small hand. “I am the smartest, fastest,
handsomest, nicest, best smelling boy of the bunch…” She
began, and Fitz nished the mantra, his eyes never moving
from the soon to be King of Hearts.
“I will be King of Cards,” he said, taking in the hatred
in the boy’s eyes, and he wondered then if he truly wanted
to be King if it meant such intense, loathing glares.
Perhaps one day, he would admit such a thought to his
wife, Alice; he wondered what she would say.

